LOCAL RULES & INFORMATION
1. Out of Bounds (Rule 18.2)
Defined by white stakes, lines & fences.
2. Penalty Area (Rule 17)
Penalty areas are defined by yellow and red stakes, stones & lines.
3. Abnormal Course Conditions (Rule 16)
a) Ground under Repair: Any area encircled by white lines or blue stakes.
b) Areas defined by blue stakes with green top or blue lines are no play zones that
are to be treated as an abnormal course condition. Free relief must be taken from
interference by the no play zone under Rule 16.1f.
c) Hole 2: the wire fence on the right hand side is an immovable obstruction.
4. Penalty areas (Rule 17)
a) Hole 17: For the red penalty area behind the putting green, as an extra option to
relief under Rule 17.1, with one penalty stroke, the original ball or another ball
may be dropped in the dropping zone on the right hand side of the putting green.
The dropping zone is a relief area under Rule 14.3.
b) Hole 18: For the red penalty area between the putting green and the teeing area,
as an extra option to relief under Rule 17.1, with one penalty stroke, the original
ball or another ball may be dropped in the dropping zone on the right hand side
of the putting green. The dropping zone is a relief area under Rule 14.3.
5. Integral objects
All roads and paths are integral objects.
6. Temporary Local Rules
See ad valvas if any Temporary Local Rules are in operation.

Penalty for breach of Local Rule: General Penalty

Information:
1. The fairway markers are in meters to the front of the green.
1.1. White: 200m
1.2. Yellow: 150m
1.3. Red: 100m
Distance posts alongside the fairway are in meters to the centre of the green.
1.4. White/Green: 150m
1.5. Green: 100m
2. Players are required to wait before playing until they hear the sound of the
bell. This is required on the teeshot on hole 17 and the approach shot on hole
3.
3. For your safety: Please do not go the 18th tee via the bridge. Use the path
between the stream and the pond.
4. Please do not damage the field crops in trying to retrieve a ball which is out of bounds.
5. See ad valvas if any temporary Local Rule is in operation.
6. Winge Golf & Country Club advises all players to play ready golf.

